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The author shows the existence of the energy integral of the motion of a 

dynamically changing object (an object or body of variable mass) when the 

absolute velocity of the particles is colinear and equal to half the 
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velocity of the point. Under this condition the integral curves of the 

equation of motion of the dynamically variable point coincide with the 

geodetics in the conformal Riemannian space. 

1. Let us consider the motion of a dynamically variable point in a 

Riemannian space with the metric 

ds2 = gapdzadxP (usuallya, fi = 1, 2, 3) (1) 

By means of the linear transformation 

yi = tj (x’, . . ., x”) 

or directly from the dynamic form [ 1 1 

0 = mgapz?dra - 
1 

md,ka - T - i W, SXt,,, ) d+ dt 
1 

the first system of equations of Pfaff for the coordinates za yields the 

covariant 

63 _ 
i5t - zi-, + ra, Byk%y = Q, + P, (2) 

and contravariant 

6dR - 6t = za + l’&z?a? = Q” + Pa (3) 

equations of motion of the dynamically variable point. Here r,,,, and 
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r.Pr are the Christoffel symbols of the first and second kind, 

Q, = &Xa, 
1 dm 

(r)a= m z (u, - ka) 

while 

denote the covariant coordinates of the active and reactive forces. 

2. If the point is moving in a field of conservative forces when 

u = l/2 v, Equations (2) and (3) take the forms 

I%, 1 au i dm .cL 
- -2 ~=m~-2rn dt 

‘ita + rI’,, !$ ‘$ = .?I- du ak 1 dm - 

(B) m arkg 
-27;E p? 

The total derivative of the kinetic energy 

T = $ mg,px%? 

is given by 

(4) 

(51 

(6) 

dT 1 dm 62, 
~~=2~gorpfas? +m-ka 

at 

or, in view of (4). by 

dT NJ .cI 
----_ 
dt - a# 

From this we obtain the energy integral 

T - U = T + V = h = const (7) 

This is satisfied also by the corresponding dynamically variable system. 

3. In the space V ’ with the metric n 

da2 = 2 (h - V) ds2 = aapdzadx8 (8) 

which is conformal to the space V, with the metric (l), the considered 

motion takes place along geodetic lines. In order to show this, we trans- 

form (5) from V, into Vno. For this it is sufficient to transform 

r:By = $ gGh (q&, + a.& - QQ..J (2) 
(&9 

where t3, = 6’/d~” is a partial derivative. 

From (7) and (11 we can obtain 
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aP 
aaQ _; - 

2(L V) ’ 
p =2 (h - 1/) pQ 

(10) 

Because of these relations, (9) can be tr&nsformed into 

Substituting this into (5) we obtain, because of (11, (81 and (10) 

dz? o1 dzPdrY 1 .,dVdx” 
--x @-cr;,, dt dt --h-V ‘dt dt 

1 dm dxa -- 
-2% dt dt (11) 

a 

which are the final equations of motion of the point in V,“. 

On the other hand, the equation of the geodesic in V” is n 

db” 
x -I- r: 

dxp dxY 2 dxa 
---=:--- 

(,)By dt dt 4 dt 

In view of (81, (6) and (71, the right-hand side of 
is equal to 

the last equation 

; dx” 1 dV dxa 1 dm dxa 

-vi-‘- 
__- --- 
h-V dt dt-2m dt dt (12) 

From this and Equation (11) we obtain the result: & dynamically vari- 
able point in & conservative field moves along the geodesics 

d%” dzp dxY -- 
da2 + %Y ds d6 = ’ (13) 

if the velocity of the particles is eolinear and equal to half the velo- 
city of the point. 

4. It has been shown that in this case the Maupertuis-Lagrange prin- 
ciple applies. 
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